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WHY ORGANISE AN ENERGY DAY?
The Energy Days are a key component of the EU Sustainable Energy Week (EUSEW) – Europe’s
biggest event promoting sustainable energy.
Energy Days are held every year all around Europe and are organised by citizens, consumer
associations, public bodies, city networks, energy agencies, trade and industry organisations,
businesses and NGOs. Their aim is to promote energy efficiency and renewables. Events are
wide and varied in coverage and attract participation from families and individuals interested
in the clean energy transition.
Organising your own Energy Day allows you to:
• become an Energy Champion in your country increasing your visibility;
• network with the EUSEW sustainable energy community;
• gain useful tips and advice for your activities from the EUSEW Secretariat and the European
Commission;
• gain visibility for your cause online by sharing your event via the EUSEW website and EUSEW
social media channels; and
• send a powerful message to both decision-makers and general public that you are leading
the clean energy transition.

WHO IS ELIGIBLE?
Any activity can be an Energy Day, as long as it takes place during May and June, promotes the
clean energy transition and engages citizens and energy stakeholders in building the Energy
Union. Events should:
• be held in any region in the European Union;
• be non-profit; and
• aim to attract a minimum of 10 people.
They can also be part of an existing project, programme, or promotional activity.

HOW TO SET UP YOUR ENERGY DAY?
Register your Energy Day by signing up for an account on the EUSEW website. Then complete
the online Energy Day submission form. Once your Energy Day has been submitted, the EUSEW
Secretariat will review your event. Once approved, your event will be posted on the EUSEW website.
For tips and tricks on how to promote your Energy Day check out the Energy Day Organiser
Toolkit on the EUSEW website. For any further questions the EUSEW Secretariat can help you:
energydays2018@eusew.eu

WHAT IS THE DEADLINE FOR APPLYING?
There is no official deadline. The only requirement is that your Energy Days take place during
May and June 2018 and that you submit them on time to benefit from greater visibility at the
EU Sustainable Energy Week itself (4-8 June).

